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ABSTRACT 

Previously reported concentration data for highly branched isoprenoid (HBI) 

alkenes and the sterol 24-methylcholesta-5,22E-dien-3β -ol (brassicasterol or 

epi-brassicasterol) obtained from 45 Barents Sea surface sediments 

reflecting contrasting sea ice conditions have been combined together in the 

form of the PIP
25
 index, with outcomes compared with recent mean decadal 

satellite-derived spring and summer sea ice concentrations. Reasonably 

good positive linear relationships were found between PIP
25

 indices and 

spring sea ice concentration, with the strongest correlation found when 

using a tri-unsaturated HBI (HBI III) as the open-water counterpart to the 

sea ice biomarker IP
25

, likely as a result of the greater sensitivity and 

selectivity of HBI III to the neighbouring sea ice conditions compared to epi-

brassicasterol. The quality of the linear fits between P
III

IP
25 

(i.e., PIP
25
 based 

on HBI III) and spring sea ice concentration together with their respective 

spatial distributions were also far less dependent on the balance factor c, 

than for P
B
IP

25
 (i.e., PIP

25
 based on epi-brassicasterol), which may have 

important positive consequences for down-core semi-quantitative sea ice 

reconstruction, and when making comparisons between outcomes from 

different Arctic regions or climatic epochs. In contrast, consistently weak 

linear relationships were observed between individual biomarkers and 

spring or summer sea ice concentration, and between PIP
25
 values and 

summer sea ice concentration. However, we provide evidence that a lower 

limit threshold for P
III

IP
25
 might represent a useful qualitative proxy for the 
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past occurrence of summer sea ice. Surface sediment biomarker data from 

other regions will be needed before the significance of our findings can be 

fully evaluated.     

 

Keywords:    Sea ice; highly branched isoprenoid; IP
25

; alkenes; sterols; 

biomarker; Arctic        
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1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction    

 

In recent years, the mono-unsaturated C
25

 highly branched isoprenoid 

(HBI) alkene IP
25
 (Fig. 1; Belt et al., 2007) has emerged as a particularly 

useful proxy indicator of past seasonal sea ice occurrence when identified in 

Arctic and sub-Arctic marine sediments (for a review see Belt and Müller, 

2013). Amongst its various attributes, IP
25
 appears to be made, selectively, 

by certain diatoms that reside in the underside of Arctic sea ice (Belt et al., 

2007, 2013; Brown et al., 2011, 2014) and appears relatively stable in the 

recent and long-term sedimentary record (Knies et al., 2014). Accordingly, 

IP
25
 is commonly found in surface sediments from regions that experience 

seasonal sea ice cover (Müller et al., 2011; Navarro-Rodriguez et al., 2013; 

Stoynova et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2013, 2015a), yet is normally undetected in 

year-round ice-free marine settings (e.g., Méheust et al., 2013; Navarro-

Rodriguez et al., 2013).  

Directional changes in down-core sedimentary IP
25
 concentration are 

generally consistent with the corresponding temporal shifts in sea ice extent 

(e.g., Massé et al., 2008; Vare et al., 2009; Fahl and Stein, 2012; Müller et 

al., 2012; Knies et al., 2014), although absolute abundances exhibit a large 

regional variability for otherwise similar sea ice concentrations (Stoynova et 

al., 2013). In addition, although it has been suggested that the absence of 

IP
25
 may reflect either ice-free or permanent sea ice conditions (Belt et al., 

2007; Müller et al., 2011), this biomarker has, in fact, been identified in a 

Disclaimer: This is a pre-publication version. Readers are recommended to consult the full published 
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small number of sediments from year-round open ocean locations (Navarro-

Rodriguez et al., 2013) and, most recently, in high Arctic sediments 

corresponding to regions with near perennial ice cover (Xiao et al., 2015a). 

In any case, in order to improve on the qualitative aspects of IP
25
-based 

measurements, Müller et al. (2009) first suggested that, in cases with 

absent IP
25
, the co-measurement of certain phytoplankton biomarkers (e.g., 

sterols such as epi-brassicasterol or dinosterol) could potentially be used to 

distinguish between these two extreme environmental settings. Note that 

we have used the term epi-brassicasterol for 24-methylcholesta-5,22E-dien-

3β -ol as this is the isomer found in diatoms (Volkman, 1986; Volkman et al., 

1998). Indeed, such an approach has been shown to work reasonably well 

(and consistently) as part of qualitative paleo sea ice determinations for 

different Arctic regions (e.g., Müller et al., 2009, 2012, 2014; Fahl and Stein, 

2012; Cabedo-Sanz et al., 2013; Stein and Fahl, 2013; Knies et al., 2014; 

Xiao et al., 2015b). 

Subsequently, Müller et al. (2011) demonstrated that IP
25
 and 

phytoplankton biomarker (P) concentrations, when combined in the form of 

the numerical index PIP
25
 (Eqn. 1), could provide more semi-quantitative 

estimates of sea ice conditions, at least for Fram Strait/East Greenland, and 

a number of applications of the PIP
25
 index have followed (e.g., Fahl and 

Stein, 2012; Müller et al., 2012, 2014; Cabedo-Sanz et al., 2013; Stein and 

Fahl, 2013; Berben et al., 2014). An additional feature of the PIP
25
 index is 

that its range (0–1, representing a gradient of ice-free to extended sea ice 

Disclaimer: This is a pre-publication version. Readers are recommended to consult the full published 
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cover), means that comparisons between studies are, in theory, more 

straightforward than with IP
25

 alone, especially given the large (several 

orders of magnitude) sedimentary concentration range of the latter (e.g., 

Stoynova et al., 2013). 

 

PIP
25
 = IP

25
 / (IP

25
 + cP)      (Eqn. 1) 

c = mean IP
25

 / mean P      (Eqn. 2) 

 

Despite this development, however, a number of factors still need to 

be better understood before the general applicability of the PIP
25

 approach 

can be established (Belt and Müller, 2013; Xiao et al., 2015a) including: (i) 

identification of the most suitable open-water (pelagic) biomarker as a 

counterpart to IP
25
; (ii) the possible impacts of additional (non-marine) 

sources to the pelagic biomarker budget; (iii) the consequences of variability 

within the so-called balance factor (c in Eqn.1) used in the PIP
25

 calculation. 

For example, according to the original model presented by Müller al. (2011), 

the phytoplankton marker should ideally provide a representative and 

consistent response to the proximal sea ice conditions and have a selective 

marine origin. In practice, the most appropriate phytoplankton marker for 

PIP
25
-based sea ice concentration estimates has been shown to be strongly 

regionally dependent (Müller et al., 2011; Stoynova et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 

2015a), while some sterols may be derived from marine and non-marine 

sources (e.g., Huang and Meinschein, 1976; Volkman, 1986). The inclusion 
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of the c term was originally introduced by Müller et al. (2011) to compensate 

for the generally significantly higher sedimentary concentrations of pelagic 

biomarkers compared to IP
25
. In the absence of an established fixed value for 

c (global or regional), this balance factor is derived from the relative mean 

concentration of each biomarker (Eqn. 2) within a suite of surface or down-

core sediments pertinent to the individual spatial or temporal study, 

respectively. However, this piecemeal mode of calculation can lead to 

problems in both cases. For down-core records, the magnitude of c can be 

strongly dependent on the nature of the temporal window of the core being 

studied (e.g., ice-covered versus ice-free) or, indeed, of any sub-interval (Belt 

and Müller, 2013; Belt et al., 2015), with consequential impacts on PIP
25
. As 

an example, relatively high PIP
25
 values, interpreted as reflecting extensive 

sea ice cover, can be modified to low/medium values (low or occasional sea 

ice) simply by extension of the temporal record to intervals that have higher 

IP
25
 content, as can frequently be the case when studying consecutive 

climatic epochs with contrasting sea ice cover such as the Younger Dryas 

and the Holocene (e.g., Müller et al., 2009, 2014; Cabedo-Sanz et al., 2013; 

Belt et al., 2015). For spatial studies, the inclusion of substantial numbers of 

sediments from ice-free locations clearly impacts on the mean IP
25

 value, in 

particular, thus negatively influencing the c term and, therefore, outcomes 

for regions of seasonal sea ice cover.  In addition, supplementing new 

biomarker data, either within surface sediment-based calibrations or for 

down-core records, requires continuous re-calculation of the c factor, which 

Disclaimer: This is a pre-publication version. Readers are recommended to consult the full published 
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is not only cumbersome, but makes comparisons of datasets (or sub-sets) 

virtually impossible. Recently, Xiao et al. (2015a) suggested that a global c 

factor, derived from biomarker data from a large number of sediments from 

different Arctic regions, might be more useful in these respects. In practice, 

however, significant regional differences in c means that selection of the 

most suitable value remains problematic. Despite these limitations, PIP
25
-

derived estimates of (spring) sea ice concentration are normally better than 

those based on IP
25

 alone, so further investigations into this type of approach 

are certainly worthwhile.  

Here, we hypothesised that a tri-unsaturated HBI (HBI III; Fig. 1; 

Belt et al., 2000) might represent a more suitable phytoplankton biomarker 

for use within the PIP
25
 index than the sterols used currently (i.e., epi-

brassicasterol, dinosterol) for the following reasons. First, we demonstrated 

recently that concentrations of IP
25

 and HBI III in surface sediments from 

seasonally ice-covered locations in the Barents Sea were strongly inversely 

correlated, with higher abundances of IP
25

 for regions of extended seasonal 

sea ice cover, and enhanced HBI III for locations proximal to the winter ice-

edge or within the marginal ice zone (MIZ) (Belt et al., 2015). As such, the 

respective responses of IP
25
 and HBI III aligned particularly well with the 

original gradient model of biomarker production proposed by Müller et al. 

(2011) that underpins the ratio-based format of the PIP
25
 index (Eqn. 1). 

Thus, Müller et al. (2011) suggested that PIP
25
 should be high under 

seasonal sea ice (dominated by high IP
25
), with progressive reduction for 

Disclaimer: This is a pre-publication version. Readers are recommended to consult the full published 
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MIZ conditions (dominated by high P) and ultimately zero for open water 

conditions (absent IP
25
, high P). Second, we noted that, for the same Barents 

Sea sediments, concentrations of IP
25

 and HBI III were much closer in 

magnitude compared to those of IP
25

 and epi-brassicasterol (Belt et al., 2015), 

which may go some way to removing (or reducing) the strong influence of 

the c term in the PIP
25
 calculation. Third, although the specific sources of 

HBI III in Barents Sea sediments have not been identified unequivocally, 

the only known producers of this biomarker are marine diatoms belonging 

to the genera Pleurosigma and Rhizosolenia (Belt et al., 2000; Rowland et 

al., 2001), both of which contain planktonic species and, therefore, represent 

potential candidates for production of HBI III in surface or near-surface 

waters. Indeed, when measured in marine sediments from other Arctic and 

Antarctic regions, HBI III has a stable isotopic composition (δ
13
C ca. –35 to –

40‰; Belt et al., 2008; Massé et al., 2011) consistent with a polar 

phytoplanktonic origin (e.g., Belt and Müller, 2013; Massé et al., 2011). 

Thus, HBI III does not appear to suffer the ambiguity of origin generally 

associated with 24-methylcholesta-5,22E-dien-3β -ol, for example, which may 

be derived from marine, terrestrial and sea ice sources (Huang and 

Meinschein, 1976; Volkman, 1986; Belt et al., 2013).  

To test our hypothesis, we re-examined biomarker data from some of 

the Barents Sea surface sediments by comparing their individual and 

combined (PIP
25
) relationships to spring and summer sea ice concentration. 

Our study focused on those locations that experience sea ice cover at least 

Disclaimer: This is a pre-publication version. Readers are recommended to consult the full published 
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part of the year, which corresponds to a region generally north of the 

position of maximum (spring) sea ice extent. Although biomarker data were 

also available from ice-free locations (see Belt et al., 2015 for details), we did 

not include these in our analysis here, in part, since the primary aim was to 

investigate the potential for different PIP
25 

indices
 
to provide semi-

quantitative estimates of sea ice concentration (specifically, sea ice 

concentration > 0%), but also because zero values for both PIP
25
 and sea ice 

concentration found for such regions would adversely skew the linear 

correlations between these two parameters for ice covered settings. Further, 

since a zero value for PIP
25
 can only be obtained from the absence of IP

25
, in 

any case, no additional information regarding sea ice concentration is 

gained from this combined approach compared to measurement of IP
25

 alone. 

As such, our analysis represents a regional calibration, as defined by 

locations experiencing sea ice occurrence for at least part of the year (i.e., 

spring sea ice concentration > 0%).  

 

2. Experimental2. Experimental2. Experimental2. Experimental    

 

Descriptions of sediment material and biomarker data can be found 

elsewhere (Navarro-Rodriguez et al., 2013; Belt et al., 2015). In total, 

sedimentary biomarker data from 45 sample locations, each of which 

experience seasonal sea ice cover in recent decades (Fig. 2), were used in the 

analysis. PIP
25 

indices were calculated according to Eqns. 1 and 2 (Müller et 

Disclaimer: This is a pre-publication version. Readers are recommended to consult the full published 
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al., 2011) using HBI III (P
III

IP
25
) and epi-brassicasterol (P

B
IP

25
) as the 

phytoplankton biomarkers. Additional P
B
IP

25
 indices were calculated using a 

global c factor, derived from analysis of data from a large number of surface 

sediment samples from different Arctic and sub-Arctic regions (Xiao et al., 

2015a). PIP
25
 indices were also calculated with exclusion of the c factor (i.e., 

c = 1). Estimates of mean spring (April–June) and summer (July–September) 

sea ice concentrations (hereafter referred to as SpSIC and SuSIC, 

respectively) for the sampling region were obtained from Nimbus-7 SMMR 

and DMSP SSM/I-SSMIS passive microwave data for the period 1988–2007 

(National Snow and Ice Data Center; NSIDC). We selected these data partly 

because quantitative sea ice data from this interval have been used in the 

most detailed PIP
25
-based calibrations to date (Xiao et al., 2015a) and also 

since a 20-year interval reflects typical accumulation rates for the Barents 

Sea (see Belt et al., 2015 for further details). Further, Navarro-Rodriguez et 

al. (2013) stated that satellite-derived mean sea ice concentration data are 

reasonably consistent between datasets covering recent decades, 

irrespective of their exact timeframe. Finally, it is noted that, although the 

position of the maximum winter ice edge in the Barents Sea has undergone 

a northerly retreat over the last ca. 150 years (Divine and Dick, 2006), all of 

our selected sampling locations fall within a consistently spring ice-covered 

region during this time interval, while the excluded sites have always been 

ice-free.  
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3. 3. 3. 3. ResultsResultsResultsResults    

 

IP
25
 concentration in Barents Sea surface sediments shows a general 

increase with SpSIC, although a linear fit between the two is not strong (R
2 

= 0.18; Fig. 3a), and the relationship to SuSIC is even weaker (R
2 
< 0.01; 

Supplementary Fig. S1). In contrast, HBI III and epi-brassicasterol 

concentrations exhibit negative relationships with SpSIC (Fig. 3b,c), with a 

reasonable linear fit for the former (R
2 
= 0.66). No clear relationship exists 

between either HBI or epi-brassicasterol concentration and SuSIC 

(Supplementary Fig. S1). PIP
25
 indices for both phytoplankton lipids, 

calculated according to Eqns. 1 and 2, exhibit good linear relationships with 

SpSIC (Fig. 4a,c), however, with a particularly strong fit for P
III

IP
25
 (R

2 
= 0.88; 

Fig. 4a). Interestingly, the quality of the fit remains reasonably constant for 

P
III

IP
25 

with exclusion of the c factor (i.e., c = 1; R
2 
= 0.9; Fig. 4b), but 

outcomes for epi-brassicasterol are strongly dependent on the magnitude of 

c. Thus, an R
2
 value of 0.71, based on P

B
IP

25
 values derived from Eqns. 1 and 

2, reduces to 0.65 and 0.54 using a global c factor (Xiao et al., 2015a), or for c 

= 1(Fig. 4d–e), respectively. Finally, all PIP
25

 indices show poor linear fits to 

SuSIC, although all (and only) P
III

IP
25
 values greater than ca. 0.8 correspond 

to locations with at least partial summer sea ice cover (> 5%) (Fig. 5). 

 

4. 4. 4. 4. DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion    
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SpSIC for the study region study shows a generally northward 

increase, with approximate ranges of ca. 5–20%, 20–60% and 60–100% for 

regions ca. 74–76°N, 76–78°N and > 78°N, respectively (Fig. 2a). Following 

ice retreat during late spring, only locations north of ca. 78°N experience 

some (> 5%) sea ice cover during the summer months (July–September) 

with lower concentrations (typically < 50%; Fig. 2b) compared to spring. 

The improved linear relationship between P
B
IP

25 
and SpSIC compared 

to that obtained using IP
25
 alone is consistent with observations made 

previously from other Arctic and sub-Arctic regions (e.g., Müller et al., 2011; 

Stoynova et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2013, 2015a). However, on the basis of the 

data presented here, even further improvements can potentially be obtained 

by using HBI III as the phytoplankton biomarker when deriving PIP
25
 

indices. At this stage, we suggest that the stronger linear fit between P
III

IP
25

 

and SpSIC may be attributed to a combination of the complementary 

sensitivities of IP
25
 and HBI III to the surrounding sea ice conditions, as 

demonstrated through the contrasting abundance distributions of these two 

biomarkers in the same sediments (Belt et al., 2015), together with a greater 

selectivity of HBI III (compared with epi-brassicasterol) towards a marine 

phytoplankton origin; both factors aligning well with the underlying 

principles of the PIP
25

 approach (see Introduction; Müller et al., 2011). 

Indeed, Xiao et al. (2015a) recently highlighted the importance of identifying 

a biomarker of exclusive marine origin for further development of the PIP
25
 

index, especially as biomarkers such as 24-methylcholesta-5,22E-dien-3β -ol 

Disclaimer: This is a pre-publication version. Readers are recommended to consult the full published 
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can originate from a number of other environments (Huang and Meinschein, 

1976; Volkman, 1986; Belt et al., 2013), with likely negative impacts on the 

sedimentary budget.  

A further feature of the P
III

IP
25

 data here is that the calculated range 

(ca. 0–1), which is virtually identical with exclusion of the c factor, aligns 

well with the theoretical range (0–1) initially proposed by Müller et al. 

(2011) for describing different sea ice settings (e.g., ice-free, marginal ice 

zone, extensive sea ice), and also with the array of sea ice concentrations 

pertinent to our sampling sites (ca. 5–95%), with linear fits providing 

reasonable estimates of low (12–18%), medium (40–45%) and high (68–72%) 

SpSIC based on P
III

IP
25
 values of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8, respectively.  In contrast, 

in addition to the poorer linear fit that exists between P
B
IP

25
 and SpSIC (Fig. 

4), the range in P
B
IP

25
 reflecting the extreme limits of sea ice concentration 

(i.e., 0–100%) is extremely sensitive to the magnitude of c (i.e., 0–0.9, 0–0.6 

and 0–0.03 for c = 0.0048, 0.023 and 1, respectively; Fig. 4c–e) which causes 

clear difficulties when trying to make comparisons of values between 

different studies. These outcomes are also illustrated well through visual 

comparison of various spatial distributions of PIP
25
 with seasonal sea ice 

concentration (Fig. 6). For example, and in contrast to the spatial 

distributions of individual biomarkers (Supplementary Fig. S2), P
III

IP
25

 data 

(derived according to Eqns. 1 and 2; Fig. 6c) show an excellent relationship 

to SpSIC (Fig. 6a), as expected given the strong linear relationship between 

the two parameters, and the agreement is essentially unaffected following 

Disclaimer: This is a pre-publication version. Readers are recommended to consult the full published 
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removal of the c term (Fig. 6d). In contrast, the spatial distribution of P
B
IP

25
 

shows a generally poorer and less consistent association to SpSIC using 

each of the three c factors (Fig. 6e–g).      

We suggest that the markedly better relationship between P
III

IP
25
 and 

SpSIC compared to SuSIC likely reflects the specific or preferred 

environmental conditions under which each biomarker is biosynthesised, 

with IP
25

 being produced by certain sympagic diatoms during the spring 

algal bloom (Brown et al., 2011; Belt et al., 2013) and HBI III by certain (as 

yet unknown) phytoplankton that thrive adjacent to the retreating ice edge 

or MIZ during the late spring melt. Although the latter conclusion is based 

on the surface sedimentary record (Belt et al., 2015) rather than in situ 

water column measurements, Smik (personal communication, 2015) 

recently quantified HBI III in surface waters off East Antarctica and found 

elevated abundances within the retreating MIZ compared to the adjacent 

regions of permanently open ocean conditions and extended sea ice cover. 

Despite the poor linear relationship between P
III

IP
25

 and SuSIC (Fig. 

5a and b), only values greater than ca. 0.8 are associated with at least 

partial (>  5%) summer sea ice cover; a threshold value that might, therefore, 

provide a useful qualitative indicator of summer sea ice occurrence. A 

corresponding value is less evident using P
B
IP

25
 and, further, is highly 

dependent on the magnitude of c (Fig. 5c–e). Finally, the P
III

IP
25
 threshold 

for summer ice occurrence (0.8) is also well demonstrated from a comparison 

of the spatial P
III

IP
25
 distribution (Fig. 6c and d) compared to SuSIC (Fig. 6b), 
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with P
III

IP
25
 generally < 0.8 for ice-free regions and values >0.8 for those 

locations further north, and with SuSIC > 0%. Such a binary division is less 

evident from the P
B
IP

25
 data, however (Fig. 6b and e–g).  

The wider scale applicability of our findings will clearly require 

analysis of surface sediments from other Arctic and sub-Arctic regions, 

including those that represent potentially different sea ice settings to the 

consistent advance/retreat cycle that occurs within the Barents Sea. From a 

local perspective, previous satellite and observational records have shown a 

retreat in the position of the maximum winter ice edge for the Barents Sea 

since ca. 1870 AD and a dramatic northward shift in the summer ice edge 

after ca. 1920 AD (Divine and Dick, 2006). Further sea ice records exist in 

the form of archived ice charts extending back to the mid-16
th
 century 

(ACSYS, 2003), although these are significantly less detailed and frequent 

compared to the compilations of the last ca. 150 years (Divine and Dick, 

2006) and, in any case, such records provide information on ice edge 

locations rather than spatial assessments of sea ice concentration. Therefore, 

the regional biomarker (P
III

IP
25
)-based calibration described herein provides 

the necessary background for carrying out longer-term and more detailed 

estimates of sea ice concentration for the Barents Sea that are not currently 

available.  

 

5. 5. 5. 5. ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
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Reasonably strong linear relationships between PIP
25
 indices and 

SpSIC have been found for biomarker data obtained from 45 surface 

sediments representing contrasting overlying sea ice settings in the Barents 

Sea. The linearity between PIP
25
 values and SpSIC was better when using a 

tri-unsaturated HBI (III) as the phytoplankton marker compared to epi-

brassicasterol, possibly as a result of a greater sensitivity of the former to 

the seasonal sea ice conditions, with enhanced production in the MIZ 

compared to regions of longer lasting sea ice cover. Consistent with the 

strong linear fit between P
III

IP
25
 and SpSIC, the spatial distribution of P

III
IP

25
 

exhibited a strong association with the corresponding SpSIC. Since the 

abundances of IP
25
 and HBI III were much closer in magnitude than 

between IP
25

 and epi-brassicasterol, the linear relationships, range in PIP
25
 

and spatial agreement between PIP
25

 and SpSIC were also less dependent 

on the balance factor c for P
III

IP
25
 than for P

B
IP

25
. Considerably weaker linear 

relationships were observed between individual biomarkers and SpSIC or 

SuSIC, or between PIP
25
 values and SuSIC. However, we provide evidence 

that a lower limit threshold for P
III

IP
25
 (ca. 0.8) might represent a useful 

qualitative proxy for the past occurrence of summer sea ice for the Barents 

Sea, at least. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure captionscaptionscaptionscaptions    

    

Fig. 1. Fig. 1. Fig. 1. Fig. 1. Structures of HBI biomarkers described in the text: (a) IP
25
; (b) HBI 

III. 

    

Fig. 2Fig. 2Fig. 2Fig. 2. . . . Maps of study region with sample locations and mean sea ice 

concentration for the interval 1988–2007 (NSIDC): (a) Spring (April–June) 

sea ice concentration (SpSIC); (b) Summer (July–September) sea ice 

concentration (SuSIC).  

 

FigFigFigFig. . . . 3333....    Relationships between individual biomarkers and SpSIC: (a) IP
25

; (b) 

HBI III; (c) epi-brassicasterol. R
2
 values obtained from linear regression fits. 

    

Fig. Fig. Fig. Fig. 4444. . . . Relationships between PIP
25

 indices and SpSIC using different 

phytoplankton markers and c factors: (a) P
III

IP
25

; c factor calculated from the 

current biomarker data; (b) P
III

IP
25
; c = 1; (c) P

B
IP

25
; c factor calculated from 

the current biomarker data; (d) P
B
IP

25
; global c factor as calculated by Xiao 

et al. (2015a); (e) P
B
IP

25
; c = 1. R

2
 values obtained from linear regression fits. 

 

FiFiFiFig. 5g. 5g. 5g. 5.... Relationships between PIP
25

 indices and SuSIC using different 

phytoplankton markers and c factors: (a) P
III

IP
25

; c factor calculated from the 

current biomarker data; (b) P
III

IP
25
; c = 1; (c) P

B
IP

25
; c factor calculated from 

the current biomarker data; (d) P
B
IP

25
; global c factor as calculated by Xiao 
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et al. (2015a); (e) P
B
IP

25
; c = 1. A possible threshold P

III
IP

25
 value (ca. 0.8) for 

summer sea ice presence (> 5%) is indicated with a horizontal dotted line. 

 

Fig. 6.Fig. 6.Fig. 6.Fig. 6. Spatial representations of sea ice concentrations and PIP
25

 indices 

calculated using different phytoplankton markers and c factors: (a) SpSIC; 

(b) SuSIC; (c) P
III

IP
25

; c factor calculated from the current biomarker data; (d) 

P
III

IP
25
; c = 1; (e) P

B
IP

25
; c factor calculated from the current biomarker data; 

(f) P
B
IP

25
; global c factor as calculated by Xiao et al. (2015a); (g) P

B
IP

25
; c = 1.  
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Figure 3 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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                                      HighlightsHighlightsHighlightsHighlights    

•Lipid distributions in Barents Sea sediments compared to sea ice concentration 

(SIC). 

•Lipids are 2 highly branched isoprenoid alkenes (IP
25
 and HBI III) and 

brassicasterol. 

•Good linear relationship between PIP
25
 and spring SIC but not summer SIC. 

•Relationship of P
III

IP
25
 to SIC less dependent on the balance factor c than P

B
IP

25
.  

•Threshold value for P
III

IP
25

 (0.8) may be useful proxy for summer sea ice 

occurrence. 
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